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1.

Introduction and objectives

The EU Regulation on platform-to-business relations (P2B regulation), which entered into force in July
2019, established a set of rules creating a fair, transparent and predictable business environment for
smaller businesses and traders on online platforms. The Regulation entered into application on 12 July
20201.
The scope of the Regulation includes online platform intermediaries and general online search
engines that provide their services to businesses established in the EU and that offer goods or services
to consumers located in the EU such as third-party e-commerce market places (e.g. Amazon
Marketplace, eBay, Fnac Marketplace, etc.), app stores (Google Play, Apple App Store, Microsoft Store
etc.), social media for business (Facebook, Instagram etc.) and price comparison tools (Skyscanner,
Google Shopping etc.). The Regulation excludes online advertising, payment services, search engine
optimisation and services that connect hardware and applications that do not intermediate direct
transactions between businesses and consumers, as well as intermediaries that operate between
businesses only (e.g. online advertising exchanges). It also excludes online retailers that only sell their
own products without relying on third party sellers and which are not involved in facilitating direct
transactions between those third-party sellers and consumers.2
The Regulation establishes the following rules to facilitate the way businesses operate with online
platforms:
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•

Transparency of terms and conditions: Online platforms are required to make their standard
terms and conditions more transparent, easily available including at pre-contractual stage, and
announce changes well in advance (with a notice period of at least 15 days).

•

Visibility: Online platforms should not prevent the business user providing the goods or
services on the online intermediation services from making its identity visible.

•

Restriction, suspension and termination: The terms and conditions shall set out the grounds
for decisions to suspend or terminate or impose any other kind of restriction upon, in whole or
in part, the provision of their online intermediation services to business users. Should an online
platform intermediary decide to restrict, suspend or terminate a business' account, including
the delisting of individual goods or services or effectively removing them from search results,
it is required to provide a statement of reasons to the business concerned. In case of
termination, the online intermediation service should provide the business user with a
statement of reasons 30 days prior to the termination.

•

Ancillary goods and services: The terms and conditions shall include information on any
supplementary goods and services that online platform intermediaries propose to consumers
alongside a business user's offer, and a description of whether and under which conditions the
business user is also allowed to offer its own ancillary goods and services through the online
intermediation services.

•

Additional distribution channels: The terms and conditions shall include information on any
additional distribution channels and potential affiliate programmes through which providers
of online intermediation services might market goods and services offered by business users.

https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/HTML/?uri=CELEX:32019R1150&from=EN
https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/MEMO_19_1169
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•

Ranking: Online intermediation platforms and search engines shall set out the main
parameters determining ranking and the relative importance of these parameters. The
platforms should disclose whether the ranking can be influenced by direct or indirect
remuneration from business users. The Commission published guidelines3 on the
implementation of the ranking transparency requirement.

•

Differentiated treatment: Online intermediation platforms and search engines shall include in
their terms and conditions a description of any differentiated treatment they might give to
goods or services offered by themselves or by businesses they control compared to third party
businesses (e.g. related to access to data, ranking, fees).

•

Data access: The terms and conditions should indicate whether and in what conditions
business users have access to data (personal or non-personal data) generated through the
provision of goods and services on the platform (from their own business or from all business
users).

•

Different conditions through other means (‘most favoured nation' clauses): The terms and
conditions should provide information on the grounds for potential restrictions on business
users to offer the same goods and services under different conditions (e.g. price) through other
means (e.g. own website, other platform).

•

Dispute settlement. All, except for the smallest platforms, must set up an internal complaint
handling system. Platforms will have to provide businesses with more options to resolve a
potential problem by naming specialised mediators they agree to engage with in their terms
and conditions.

The objective of the present report is to monitor the implementation of the P2B Regulation, namely by
reviewing the terms and conditions of a sample of platforms and search engines, and by analysing the
responses of a survey with business users of platforms and search engines as well as review any
publicly available complaints. This analysis is carried out in the context of the Support study to the
Observatory on the Online Platform Economy.

3

Commission Notice Guidelines on ranking transparency pursuant to Regulation (EU) 2019/1150 of the European Parliament
and of the Council 2020/C 424/01. Retrieved from https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legalcontent/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX%3A52020XC1208%2801%29
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2.

Methodological approach

First, we agreed with the Commission on a selection of platforms to monitor that would include both
large and smaller platforms and search engines. The selection included some of the largest platforms
and search engines in the scope of the Regulation based on our list of the top 50 online platforms used
in Europe. To select smaller platforms, we referred to the definitions of the impact assessment of the
P2B Regulation4, where small platforms should have less than 50 employees and EUR 10 million
turnover while medium platforms should have less than 250 employees and 50 million turnover. In
addition, a JRC report5 defines that small to intermediate platforms would have up to EUR 10 million
turnover and up to 100,000 users.
We reviewed the examples provided in the impact assessment of the P2B Regulation as well as
conducted additional desk research to select a sample of small and medium platforms in the scope. We
applied the same approach and thresholds (turnover, employees, number of users) to identify smaller
general search engines in the scope of the Regulation.
During our screening of potential platforms and general search engines in the scope, we also looked
for the accessibility of terms and conditions (T&C) to conduct our review, and more specifically to the
availability of terms and conditions applicable to business users of platforms. We selected platforms
and search engines for which at least general terms and conditions were available. In some cases, the
platforms required a registration or login to access additional T&C specific to business users. To
provide a consistent overview of the information available at pre-contractual stage, we only retrieved
and reviewed the terms and conditions available without further registration or login.
In our final selection, we also aimed to ensure representativeness in terms of the types of platforms and
countries of origin of the smaller platforms. The final list of platforms and search engines selected for
the in-depth monitoring of terms and conditions is presented in the table below.

TABLE 1. SELECTION OF PLATFORMS AND SEARCH ENGINES FOR MONITORING
Platform
Amazon
Apple App store
eBay
Reddit
Twitch
Twitter
Booking
Facebook
products
(Facebook
Page,
Facebook Shops, Instagram)
Google general (Google.com)
Google Play
Google my Business/Google Merchant

Type of platform
E-commerce marketplace
App store
E-commerce marketplace
Social media
Video streaming service
Social media
Online Travel Agency
Social media

Size
Large
Large
Large
Large
Large
Large
Large
Large

Country of origin
US
US
US
US
US
US
Netherlands
US

Search engine
App store
E-commerce marketplace

Large
Large
Large

US
US
US

European Commission (2018). Impact assessment of the Proposal for a Regulation of the European Parliament and of the
Council on promoting fairness and transparency for business users of online intermediation services. Retrieved from
https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/en/news/impact-assessment-proposal--promoting-fairness-transparency-onlineplatforms
5 JRC (2017). An overview of European Platforms: Scope and Business Models. Retrieved from
https://publications.jrc.ec.europa.eu/repository/bitstream/JRC109190/jrc109190_jrc_mapping.pdf
4
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Platform
YouTube
Ecosia
BudgetAir.fr
Sirlocal
The Fork
Tweakers

Type of platform
Video hosting service
Search engine
Online Travel Agency
Service marketplace
Restaurant booking
Reviews and marketplace
for goods and jobs

Size
Large
Medium
Small
Small
Medium
Medium

Country of origin
US
Germany
Multiple
Poland
France
Netherlands

Source: own elaboration

Most of the terms setting the relations between platforms and business users are included in general
‘terms and conditions’, ‘terms of service’, ‘commercial terms’ or in some cases the ‘advertising policy’
or privacy notice. For general search engines, only general terms of service were available, laying out
the relations with all users. Following the selection of platforms to monitor, we collected the relevant
terms and conditions of the different platforms and search engines. For the large platforms and
search engine, since we started our review exercise before the entry into application of the P2B
Regulation, we extracted the versions of these documents in June 2020 as well as previous versions and
later compared them with the versions available after the entry into application of the Regulation on 12
July 2020. For the small and medium platforms, the review started in October 2020, therefore we
extracted the versions of their terms and conditions available since the entry into application of the
Regulation. In some cases, earlier versions of the terms and conditions of the small and medium
platforms were also available. The list and links to the terms and conditions reviewed across our sample
of platforms are available in Annex 1.
Following the extraction of the terms and conditions applicable to business users of the platforms, we
proceeded with the review of the terms against the provisions of the P2B Regulation, using a common
table to compare the results across platforms, provisions, and before/after the entry into application of
the Regulation.

TABLE 2. STRUCTURE OF MONITORING TABLE
Platform name
Platform type
P2B Regulation Provision 1: Transparency
Document name
URL
Last Update
Version before application of Regulation
URL
Last Update
Version after application of Regulation
Difference
Source: own elaboration

Based on the monitoring table, we conducted a cross-analysis of the terms and conditions of the sample
of platforms compared with the P2B Regulation, highlighting the provisions that are more or less
described in the platforms’ T&A, and differences between platforms.
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In addition, to assess the actual implementation of the P2B Regulation, we used the business survey
conducted by the consortium for the Observatory support study to consult business users over their
perception of changes in the terms and conditions and the overall implementation of the Regulation.
The survey was carried out in October 2020 and collected 1,990 responses from business users of online
platforms across Belgium, the Czech Republic, Germany, Spain, France, Ireland, Lithuania, the
Netherlands and Sweden. The distribution of respondents across countries and sectors and the survey
questions used for this paper are available in Annex 2. For some questions, we compared the responses
with the first wave of the business survey conducted in November 2019.
Moreover, we looked for reports or data on the number and types of complaints handled via the
internal complaint mechanisms to be set up according to Article 11 of the P2B Regulation. However,
due to the recency of the entry into force of the Regulation, we could not find such reports yet on the
sample of platforms monitored. As a proxy, we screened the forums for business users of the main
platforms to identify any reported issue that would infringe the provisions of the P2B Regulation. We
also considered the relevant issues submitted to the Observatory webpage “flag your issue”.

8

3. Review of platforms’ terms and
conditions
Article 3 of the P2B Regulation stipulates that T&C should be “easily available to business users at all stages
of their commercial relationship with the provider of online intermediation services, including in the precontractual stage”. A first observation is that the disclosure of Terms and Conditions (T&C) for
business users varies across platforms.
When looking for the terms and conditions across our sample of platforms and search engines, we
identified publicly available T&C or rules/policies specific to business users for Amazon, eBay, Twitch,
Twitter, Facebook, Google Play and Google my business, Sirlocal, The Fork, and Tweakers. On the other
hand, we could not access T&C specific for business users in the cases of Apple, Reddit, Booking,
Google general, YouTube, Ecosia, and BudgetAir. Some of these platforms indicated having separate
T&C for business users but these were not accessible without registering as a business user. For
example, Booking mentions in its Trip Terms and Conditions “The relationship that we have with the Trip
Providers are governed by separate terms and conditions which govern the (B2B) commercial relationship we
have with each of these Trip Providers”. As another example, the Apple Developer Terms and Conditions
webpage provides hyperlinks to several terms and policies applicable to developers, however the
detailed provisions setting the relations between Apple and developers are contained in the Developer
Program License Agreement, which is only accessible with a login after enrolment into the Apple
Developer Programme. In these cases, we conducted our review based on the T&C addressed to all
users, or looking at FAQs on their webpage. During our initial screening of platforms before the sample
selection, we also managed to access terms applying to business users for Etsy6, Allegro7, Hostelworld8,
Uber Eats9, Zalando10, Bol.com11 but could not find publicly available terms for business users on
Bonprix, Deliveroo (a registration was needed), Expedia, or Opodo.
Therefore, despite our limited sample of platforms screened, our review shows that a number of
platforms in the scope of the Regulation are not disclosing terms for business users publicly at precontractual stage. In addition, the fact that the terms and conditions relevant under the P2B
Regulation are scattered around different documents for most platforms (see list in Annex 1) can
make it more difficult to have an overview for business users.
Several platforms of our sample introduced obvious changes to their T&C around the date of the
entry into application of the P2B Regulation (Amazon, eBay, Facebook, Google my Business,
Tweakers). Other platforms have not updated their terms since at least 2019 (Apple, Reddit). Platforms
where T&C for business users are only accessible behind a login wall were not included in the analysis.
Having the T&C available without any restriction was one of the conditions to be included in the
analysis.
On some platforms, earlier versions of the T&C can also be easily accessed (Amazon, eBay, Twitter,
Google general). For example, when updating any of its terms, Amazon presents a version highlighting
https://www.etsy.com/legal/terms-of-use?ref=ftr and https://www.etsy.com/legal/section/sellers
https://allegro.pl/help/news/on-the-12th-of-july-we-will-be-updating-our-terms-and-conditions-in-line-with-the-euregulation-on-transparency-of-trade-on-online-platforms-lD80y8DkKhv
8 https://ucd.hwstatic.com/contracts/EN_April2018.pdf
9 https://d1nyezh1ys8wfo.cloudfront.net/static/PDFs/Legal_PDFs/_%5BIE%5D+%5BP2B%5D+Supplemental+Terms++Uber+Eats+(Ireland)+Services+Agreement+(12+July+2020)+(1).pdf?uclick_id=1f855610-06d9-4a1a-a58e-44418bc29425
10 https://partnerportal.zalando.com/s/article/Platform-to-Business-Regulation
11 https://www.bol.com/nl/m/overeenkomst-verkoper-zakelijk/
6
7
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changes with the previous version. For the Amazon Services Europe Business Solutions Agreement,
only the changes to the immediate previous version can be accessed, while for the Conditions of Use &
Sale applicable to all users, a library of 15 changes goes back to 2007. Twitter has a library of its 14
previous versions back to 2009. Google general provides a library of its 19 archived Terms of services
back to 1999, with versions highlighting the changes since January 2019. On eBay, only the immediate
previous version of the User Agreement is available, dating from 2018.
Finally, some platforms do not indicate a date for their current T&C (BudgetAir, Sirlocal, the Fork) or
only show the current date in their T&C (Booking, Ecosia), therefore the timing of their latest update is
unclear.
Following our monitoring of the main provisions of the Regulation with the T&C of our sample of
platforms, we could distinguish three categories of platforms:
•

•

•

Platforms undoubtfully in the P2B Regulation scope, whose T&C appear to have been adapted
in response to the application of the P2B Regulation: Amazon, eBay, Booking (although T&C
for business users are not publicly available), Facebook, Google my business, Tweakers.
Platforms that should be in the P2B Regulation scope but whose T&C do not seem to have been
adapted and do not provide transparency on a number of topics covered by the P2B Regulation:
Apple, Google Play, Ecosia, BudgetAir, Sirlocal, the Fork.
Platforms not fully in the P2B Regulation scope and whose T&C do not seem to have been
adapted or updated in response to the application of the Regulation: Reddit, Twitch, Twitter,
Google general services and YouTube.

When considering the different provisions of the P2B Regulation, the following observations emerged
from our review of the accessible T&C:
•

•

•

Transparency of changes to terms: most platforms and search engines in our sample indicate
in their T&C that they will warn (business) users when they make changes to their T&C, but
many do not specify the notice period (Apple, Reddit, Twitch, Google general, YouTube,
Ecosia). Some others do not mention in their terms whether they will warn users of T&C
amendments (Booking, Sirlocal) or explicitly mention in their terms that they may update their
terms without notifying users (BudgetAir, The Fork).
Visibility: limited information on this provision was available across the T&C in our sample,
although marketplaces (Amazon, eBay, Sirlocal), app stores (Apple, Google Play) and OTAs
(Booking, BudgetAir) tended to be more explicit on this aspect. Google my Business mentions
in its T&C that it may amend the business content displayed.12
Reasons and notice for suspension, restriction, termination: the reasons for suspension or
termination are generally included in the T&Cs. Some platforms (Apple, Reddit, Ecosia, The
Fork) mention in their T&C that failure to comply with the terms can lead to termination,
without specifying further reasons. Other platforms (Amazon, eBay, Twitch, Twitter,
Facebook, Google general, YouTube, Sirlocal, Tweakers) provide additional potential reasons
for suspension or termination, such as illegal (e.g. copyright infringement) or harmful (e.g.
harassing, misleading) activities, or the incapacity of the platform to continue providing the
service. Some platforms and one search engine mention in their terms that they may suspend
or terminate the user account for “any or no reason” (Reddit, Twitter, Ecosia) or “for whatever
reason” (Booking, BudgetAir). Several platforms don’t indicate a specific notice period in their
T&C for notifying users of their suspension, restriction or termination (Twitter, Booking,
Facebook, Google general, Google Play, YouTube, BudgetAir) and many mention or imply in

Platforms where T&C for business users are only accessible behind a login wall were not included in the analysis. Having the
T&C available without any restriction was one of the conditions to be included in the analysis.
12
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•

•

•

•

•

their T&C that they may suspend or terminate the user account without giving a notice (Apple,
Reddit, Twitch, Ecosia, Sirlocal, The Fork).
Ancillary goods and services: not all platforms in our sample appear in the scope of this
provision, which seems most relevant for marketplaces and OTAs. Among the platforms in our
sample, eBay and Twitch provide the most details about ancillary products and services. For
example, eBay mentions in its T&C that eBay and its sellers may make available warranty
extensions and other insurance or assembly and installation services.
Additional distribution channels: mostly relevant for marketplaces and OTAs, information
on this provision is reflected in the T&C of Amazon, eBay, Twitter, Booking. The T&C of eBay
appear to have been specifically adapted in response to the P2B Regulation, indicating that it
may provide access of the sellers’ listings and content to third parties such as price comparison
websites and advertising placements.
Ranking: this provision is most relevant for marketplaces, OTAs and search engines. Most
platforms and search engines in our sample provided relevant information on this provision,
although our review does not mean to conclude on whether this information is sufficiently
aligned with the P2B Regulation and the Commission guidelines on ranking. Concretely, we
identified high-level explanations of the ranking parameters for Amazon Best Seller and for the
Recommendations on distinct Amazon Help & Customer service pages, while on a separate
page of the seller policies, Amazon presents more details on the parameters to increase a
product visibility such as featured products, highlighted products and sponsored products.
eBay has visibly provided more information on ranking in its T&C updated around the
application of the P2B Regulation, providing a more detailed list of parameters and disclosing
that ranking may be influenced by commissions. Facebook published a specific document
summarising how it covers the P2B Regulation provisions, presenting high-level parameters
for the presentation of products from business users. The latest T&C of Booking provide a
detailed section on the ranking parameters for the default ranking and explain how
commissions and participation in special programmes can affect the ranking. However in an
earlier version of Booking’s T&C retrieved in June 2020, even more details were provided on
the parameters of the default ranking. BudgetAir is re-using the Booking trip terms and
conditions and therefore provides the same level of details. Tweakers’ T&C explain its ranking,
which is simply based on time of posting and price. As for search engines, Google provides a
detailed explanation of how its Search algorithm works including its main factors. In its FAQ,
Ecosia also provides an explanation of the factors affecting the results of the search queries.
However, one could have expected that the app stores Apple and Google Play would have
disclosed information too on how the search results of their app stores is presented but they do
not provide any information on this in the T&C that we could access, which does not exclude
that ranking parameters may be covered in terms and policies accessible behind a login wall.
Differentiated treatment: We did not identify clear provisions on this aspect in the T&C of our
sample of platforms, although platforms that operate both as intermediary and seller could
have been expected to have provisions on this (e.g. Apple, Amazon).
Data access: platforms in our sample generally provide information in their privacy notice
(addressed to all users) on what type of consumer data are shared with third parties including
business users and for what purpose. A few platforms in our sample (Amazon, eBay and
Facebook) do it the other way around to specify what data business users have access to and
what they can do with it. For example, in a webpage of its seller central policies, Amazon
presents to sellers the type of data they have access to and tools available to use this data. eBay
has visibly added more specific information on the data that sellers have access to in its T&C
updated around the entry into application of the P2B Regulation. Facebook presents to business
11

•

•

users the kind of data they may receive and the use they can make of it in its Business Tools
Terms, Commerce Product Merchant Agreement and Platform to business notice.
Different conditions through other means: in our sample, only eBay appears to have a clear
policy on sales conducted outside of its platform, prohibiting business users from using eBay
to enter in contact with customers and conclude the transaction outside of eBay (to avoid eBay
fees), whether at the same conditions or not. eBay justifies this policy by the risk of fraud
outside the platform, and by the fact that it has invested in matching sellers and buyers and
wants to participate in the transactions with them. For other platforms, we cannot exclude that
information on this provision may be included in T&C for business users behind login walls
that we could not access.
Complaint handling mechanism and mediation: most platforms in our sample provide
information on court settlement, but a complaint mechanism is not always mentioned as such.
Examples of explicit complaint mechanisms for business users are eBay, Booking, Facebook,
Google my business, and Sirlocal. Amazon, eBay, Booking, Facebook, and Google my business
indicate in their terms that a business user is eligible for mediation only if the dispute was not
resolved through the internal complaint handling system, but for Amazon we did not find
information on how this complaint handling system can be triggered. According to the T&C
reviewed, some platforms have a specific mediation system for business users (Amazon, eBay,
Booking, Facebook, Google My Business), but others only have mediation systems for
consumers (Apple, the Fork, Tweakers) or don’t mention mediation at all (Reddit, Twitch,
Twitter, Google general, Google Play, YouTube). We cannot exclude that information on
complaint handling mechanisms and mediation may be included in T&C for business users
behind login walls that we could not access. The smaller platforms in our sample would
currently seem to be exempt from the obligation of setting up a complaint handling mechanism
and naming mediators for business users, however Sirlocal mentions a complaint handling
mechanism for professionals in its T&Cs.

The table below provides a summary of our review of the T&C of platforms against the P2B Regulation
provisions.
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TABLE 3: SUMMARY MONITORING TABLE OF PLATFORMS’ TERMS AND CONDITIONS
Platforms

Transparency
of changes to
terms

Visibility

Suspension,
restriction,
termination

Ancillary
goods and
services

Additional
distribution
channels

Ranking

Differentiated
treatment

Data access

Amazon

Advance
notice of 15
days by email
and website

Product detail
page to
indicate seller
identity

Suspension or
termination
for breach of
agreement,
illegal or
harmful
activity. 30
days advance
notice by
email with
reason.

Not available

Products and
services can be
offered,
advertised or
described on
Amazon
Associated
Properties.

High-level
ranking
parameters for
Amazon Best
Seller and for
the
Recommendat
ions. More
details on
parameters to
increase
product
visibility e.g.
featured,
highlighted,
sponsored
products.

Not available

The Privacy
notice
indicates to
end users
which third
parties have
access to
which data.
The Seller
policies
indicate to
sellers the
type of data
they have
access to and
the tools
available to
use this data.

Apple

Notice by
email and
website but
without
specific time

“Apple acts as
an agent for
third party app
providers”
without being
“a party to the
sales contract or
user
agreement”
between user
and app
provider.

Suspension or
termination
for breach of
agreement.
Termination
of account and
license
possible
without
notice. To the
extent
possible,

Mention of
“App bundle”

If the user
uses affiliate
services, third
party content
or software or
additional
service like the
Volume
Purchase
Program,
additional

Not available

Not available

The Media
terms and
conditions
indicate to all
users what
information
app providers
can collect and
use.
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Different
conditions
through other
means
Not available

Not available

Dispute
settlement
and
mediation
Indicates a
mediation
system for
business
users, that can
only be used
after
attempting to
solve the
problem via
the complaint
handling
process, but
there is no
more
information
on the
complaint
handling
process.
The Website
terms of use
only mention
a mediation
system for
consumers.

Platforms

Transparency
of changes to
terms

Visibility

eBay

Advance
notice of 30
days by email
and website.

“The contract
for the sale is
directly between
buyer and
seller”.

Reddit

Notice by
email and
website but
without
specific time.

Users are
responsible
for the content
they submit.

Suspension,
restriction,
termination
advance
warning for
modification,
suspension or
discontinuatio
n of the
service.
Restriction,
suspension or
termination
for breach of
agreement,
illegal activity,
security,
failure to
authenticate
information
and to pay
fees. Advance
notice of 30
days for
termination
with reason.
Suspension or
termination
“at any time for
any or no
reason”
including
breach of
terms,
prolonged
inactivity.
Modification,
suspension or
discontinuatio

Ancillary
goods and
services

Additional
distribution
channels

Ranking

Differentiated
treatment

Data access

Different
conditions
through other
means

Dispute
settlement
and
mediation

eBay prohibits
sellers from
using eBay to
enter in
contact with
customers and
conclude the
transaction
outside of
eBay. The
grounds are to
avoid fraud
and to ensure
eBays
participates in
the
transaction.
Not available

Indicates a
complaint
handling
mechanism
and a
mediation
system for
business
users.

T&C may
apply.

eBay and
sellers “may
make additional
services
available to
buyers such as
warranty
extensions and
other insurance
or assembly and
installation
services”.

eBay provides
other eBay
companies
(including
other national
eBay sites)
and third
parties (e.g.
price
comparison
websites,
advertisement
placements)
with access to
the sellers’
listings.

Detailed list of
parameters for
ranking
including
influence of
commissions.

Not available

In the User
agreement,
eBay indicates
to sellers the
type of data
they have
access to and
how they can
use it.

Not available

Not available

Not available

Not available

The Privacy
policy
indicates to
end users
which data is
shared with
which third
parties and for
what purpose.
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General
complaint
handling
mechanism
for all users
and no
mention of
mediation.

Platforms

Transparency
of changes to
terms

Visibility

Twitch

Notice by
email and
website but
without
specific time.

Seller identity
of ancillary
products and
services to be
disclosed.

Twitter

Advance
notice of 30
days by email
and website.

Not available

Suspension,
restriction,
termination
n of the
service with or
without
notice. Notice
if removal of
content for
copyright/
trademark
issue.
Termination
for breach of
terms,
fraudulent
use, or
inability of
Twitch to
provide
service.
No advance
notice.
Suspension or
termination
for “any or no
reason”
including
breach of
terms, legal
risk, unlawful
conduct,
prolonged
inactivity,
provision of
the service by
Twitter no
longer viable.
Advance
notice by

Ancillary
goods and
services

Additional
distribution
channels

Ranking

Differentiated
treatment

Data access

Different
conditions
through other
means

Dispute
settlement
and
mediation

Twitch may
offer ancillary
products and
services on a
subscription
basis, such as
Bits, Tokens
and Rewards.

The user
content can be
distributed
through the
affiliate
programme.

Not available

Not available

The Privacy
notice
indicates to
end users the
type of data
shared with
third parties
and for what
purpose.

Not available

General
complaint
handling
mechanism
for all users
and no
mention of
mediation.

The user can
sign up for
Periscope with
a Twitter
account.

The content
submitted on
Twitter may
be made
available to
other
companies,
organizations
or individuals.
Twitter may
modify the
content to
adapt it to
different
media.

Not available

Not available

The Privacy
policy
indicates to
end users the
type of data
shared with
third parties
and for what
purpose.

Not available

No mention of
complaint
handling
mechanism
and of
mediation.
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Platforms

Transparency
of changes to
terms

Visibility

Booking

Latest version
available on
the website,
no mention of
notice for
changes.

Trip providers
are
responsible
for providing
up to date
information
on Booking.

Facebook

Advance
notice of 30
days by email.

Facebook
“may display
product or
service listings
that [the
merchant]
creates
(“Product
listing”)”.

Suspension,
restriction,
termination

Ancillary
goods and
services

Additional
distribution
channels

Ranking

Differentiated
treatment

Data access

Different
conditions
through other
means

Dispute
settlement
and
mediation

email without
specific time.
Termination
for “whatever
reason”
including
breach of
terms and
bankruptcy.
Advance
notice period
agreed by
parties.

The Genius
programme is
open to all
users, who
benefit from
discounts on
selected
properties and
options.

The
commission
paid by trip
providers
serves among
others to
promote the
properties on
search engines
and affiliate
websites.

Not available

The Privacy
and cookie
statement
indicates to
end users the
type of data
shared with
third parties
and for what
purpose.

Not available

Indicates a
complaint
handling
mechanism
and a
mediation
system for
business
users.

Not available

The
Commerce
product
merchant
agreement
grants
Facebook the
right to
distribute and
modify the
Product listing
content.

Ranking
parameters for
the default
ranking.
Indication of
how
commissions
and
participation
in special
programmes
can affect
ranking.
High-level
parameters for
the
presentation
of products
from business
users.

Not available

The Terms of
service and
the Data
policy indicate
to end users
which third
parties have
access to their
data and for
what purpose.
The Business
tools terms,
Commerce
product
merchant
agreement
and P2B
notice indicate
to business
users which
data they can

Not available

Indicates a
complaint
handling
mechanism
and a
mediation
system for
business
users,
although
information
on appointed
mediators is
still pending.

Suspension or
termination
for breach of
terms,
infringement
of IP rights, or
legal reasons.
Advance
notice without
specific time.
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Platforms

Transparency
of changes to
terms

Visibility

Suspension,
restriction,
termination

Ancillary
goods and
services

Additional
distribution
channels

Ranking

Google
(general)

Advance
notice but
without
specific time.

Not available

Suspension or
termination
for breach of
terms, legal
requirement,
harmful
activity.
Advance
notice “when
reasonably
possible”
without
specific time.

Not available

Not available

Detailed
explanation of
Search
algorithm and
main factors.

Google Play

Advance
notice of 30
days.

“Third parties
offering their
licensed content
on Google […]
exercise their
rights over said
content.”

Same as
Google
general.

Not available

“Some
Periodicals
Providers may
offer you a
subscription to
Regularly
Published
Content on
Google Play at a
reduced price if
you already

Not available
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Differentiated
treatment

The
explanation of
the Search
algorithm
mentions the
criteria to
prioritise the
most “usable”
pages (e.g.
whether the
page appears
correctly in
different
browsers, is
designed for
different
devices, load
speed) and
reliable
sources. The
algorithm may
also prioritise
recent pages.
Not available

Data access

access and for
what use.
The Privacy
policy
indicates to all
users which
type of data
are shared
with third
parties and for
what purpose.

The Privacy
policy of
Google
applies, and
the Google
Play Terms of
service add
some details.

Different
conditions
through other
means

Dispute
settlement
and
mediation

Not available

No
information
on internal
complaint
mechanism or
on mediation.

Not available

Same terms as
Google, no
information
on internal
complaint
mechanism or
on mediation.

Platforms

Transparency
of changes to
terms

Google My
Business

Advance
notice of 15
days.

YouTube

Advance
notice but
without
specific time.

Ecosia

Notice but
without
specific time.

Visibility

“While Google
is not
responsible for
your Business
profile […] we
have the right
[…] to
moderate the
content that
you provide to
your Business
Profile […] we
may choose to
show only an
edited version of
your content”.
Not available

Not available

Suspension,
restriction,
termination

Ancillary
goods and
services

Additional
distribution
channels

Ranking

Differentiated
treatment

Data access

Different
conditions
through other
means

Dispute
settlement
and
mediation

subscribe to the
print version.”
Not available

Not available

Not available

The Privacy
policy of
Google
applies.

Not available

Indicates a
complaint
handling
mechanism
and a
mediation
system for
business
users.

Same reasons
for
termination as
Google
general, but
advance
notice of 30
days.

“You may be
provided access
to other
products/service
s within your
account. These
products/
services may be
subject to their
own separate
terms and
policies, which
will be made
available to
you”.

Suspension or
termination
for breach of
terms, legal
requirement,
harmful
activity, or
provision of
YouTube
service no
longer viable.
Advance
notice with
reason,
without
specific time.
Suspension of
user account
“at any time

Not available

Not available

Not available

Not available

The Privacy
policy of
Google
applies.

Not available

No
information
on internal
complaint
mechanism or
on mediation.

Not available

Not available

Explanation of
factors
affecting the

Not available

The Privacy
policy
indicates to all

Not available

Would be
exempt of
complaint
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Platforms

Transparency
of changes to
terms

Visibility

Suspension,
restriction,
termination

Ancillary
goods and
services

Additional
distribution
channels

and for any or
no reason”
including
breach of
terms.
BudgetAir

Change
possible
without
notice, latest
version
available on
website.

For hotels,
terms identical
to Booking:
Trip providers
are
responsible
for providing
up to date
information.

Sirlocal

No indication
of when
changes are
made and of a
potential
notice.

Professionals
are
independent
of Sir Local
and conclude
agreements
directly with
the clients.

For hotels,
same terms as
Booking. In
addition,
BudgetAir
may block
access of its
services to
users for
“serious
reasons” such
as breach of
terms and
attempt of
fraud.
Immediate
suspension or
termination
for breach of
terms and law
and violation
of third-party
rights. No
notice
mentioned.

Ranking

Differentiated
treatment

results of
search queries.

Not available

BudgetAir
affiliate
programme:
affiliates earn
a commission
for each
airline ticket
booking
generated by
users of their
site.

For hotels,
same terms as
Booking. For
flights,
ranking by
price or
duration.

Not available

Not available

Not available

Not available

Not available
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Data access

users which
type of data
are shared
with third
parties and for
what purpose.
The Privacy
notice
indicates to
end users
which type of
data are
shared with
third parties
and for what
purpose.

The Terms for
professional
indicate how
Sirlocal can
use the
professionals’
data. The
Terms for
clients
indicate which
data can be
shared with
professionals.

Different
conditions
through other
means

Dispute
settlement
and
mediation
handling and
mediation
systems (as
small search
engine).

Not available

Would be
exempt of
complaint
handling and
mediation
systems (as
small
platform).

Not available

Indicates a
complaint
mechanism
for
professionals.
Appears
exempt from
mediation (as
small
platform).

Platforms

Transparency
of changes to
terms

Visibility

Suspension,
restriction,
termination

Ancillary
goods and
services

Additional
distribution
channels

Ranking

Differentiated
treatment

Data access

The Fork

Change
possible
without notice
to users, latest
version
available on
website.

Not available

Suspension if
breach of
terms,
“without
notice”.

Not available

Not available

Not available

Not available

The Privacy
and cookie
statement
indicates to
end users
what data is
shared with
third parties
and for what
purpose.

Tweakers

Advance
notice of 15
days.

Business users
should
indicate their
company
details in their
Tweaker
profile and
state them in
each
advertisement
.

For
advertisement
s, restriction
or suspension
for breach of
terms and law,
or security,
and advance
notice with
reason
(without
specific time).
For
Pricewatch,
termination
with 1 month
notice, or
without notice
if bankruptcy.

Business users
should state
whether a
service or
warranty is
offered and
issue a
warranty
certificate if
the latter is
offered.

The business
user should
guarantee that
its products
and services
are available
through its
web shop in
the
Netherlands
or Belgium.

Ranking based
on date of
posting and
price.

Not available

The Privacy
policy
indicates to all
users what
data is shared
with third
parties and for
what purpose.

Source: Own elaboration, based on review of platforms’ T&C
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Different
conditions
through other
means
Not available

Not available

Dispute
settlement
and
mediation
Would be
exempt of
complaint
handling and
mediation
systems (as
small search
engine).
Indicates a
mediation
system for
consumers.
Indicates a
complaint
mechanism
and mediation
system for
consumers.
Would be
exempt from
mediation for
business users
(as small
platform).

4. Assessment of the implementation
of the P2B Regulation
As explained in Section 2, beyond checking changes made to the platforms’ terms and conditions in
response to the Regulation, we aimed to assess the actual implementation of the Regulation shortly
after its entry into application, based on the Observatory business survey conducted in October 2020,
and the review of any information available on the complaints handled by platforms via the internal
complaint mechanisms to be set up according to the Regulation.
Overall, when asked in our Observatory survey whether they have noticed any changes in the
transparency and clarity of the terms and conditions of the main platforms that they use, more than
half of business users responded that they did not notice any change. This perception is interesting
considering that 50% of business users in our survey declare using mainly one of the platforms that
have introduced recent changes in their T&C to comply with the Regulation (Amazon,
Facebook/Instagram, eBay, Google services, Booking). On average, 20 to 28% of business users
noticed an improvement of transparency, especially regarding their access to data or the possibility to
influence the ranking of goods and services on the platform. On the other hand, no more than 8% of
respondents reported that the transparency of the terms and conditions had deteriorated, with the
conditions for suspension/termination and the most favoured nation clauses mentioned as having
relatively more deteriorated.
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Q32: Overall, during 2020, have you noticed any change in the transparency and clarity of the
following elements in your relationship with [the main platform you use] (e. g. in the terms and
conditions)?
100%

90%

80%

70%

57%

58%

57%

54%

54%

55%

56%

27%

28%

26%

22%

12%

13%

6%

6%

53%

57%

54%

60%

50%

40%
20%
30%

26%

24%

28%

20%

24%

20%
15%
10%
8%
0%

10%

13%

13%

6%

5%

7%

The grounds
The
Intellectual
The
The
The ancillary
for suspension, distribution property rights parameters possibilities to
goods or
restriction, channels used
that you
used to rank influence the
services
termination of
to
hold
goods
ranking of your that can be
your
market your
concerning and services on goods and/ or offered by you
listings or
goods or your goods and the platform services on the
or the
account
services
services
platform
platform
alongside your
main good
or service

Deteriorated

Don't know

Improved

15%

7%

15%

16%

8%

7%

14%

5%

The different The data you
treatment that may or may
platform
not have
may apply to
access to
its own goods
and
services
compared to
goods and
services that
you sell on the
platform

The reasons On the means
why the
to resolve
platform may
disputes
restrict you including the
from offering
complaint
your goods
handling
and services at mechanism or
better
names of
conditions on
mediators
your own
you can use
website or
other
platforms

It stayed the same

Source: Second wave of the Observatory business survey, October 2020 (N=1990).

Below we present the results to the same question for each of the six platforms most used by the survey
respondents. The comparison shows that users of Amazon tend to have noticed the most improvement
in transparency across provisions. Other platforms are also considered to have improved their clarity
on specific provisions, such the ranking parameters for eBay and Google, and data access for eBay.
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Amazon (N=274)

Facebook (N=237)

dispute

dispute

reasons

reasons

data access

data access

treatment

treatment

ancillary

ancillary

influence ranking

influence ranking

parameters ranking

parameters ranking

intellectual property

intellectual property

distribution

distribution

suspension

suspension
0%

Deteriorated

20%

40%

It stayed the same

60%
Improved

80%

0%

100%

Deteriorated

Don't know

Booking.com (N=159)
dispute

dispute
reasons

data access

data access

treatment

treatment

ancillary

ancillary

influence ranking

influence ranking

parameters ranking

parameters ranking

intellectual property

intellectual property

distribution

distribution

suspension

suspension

Deteriorated

20%

40%

It stayed the same

60%
Improved

40%

It stayed the same

60%
Improved

80%

100%

Don't know

Google (N=139)

reasons

0%

20%

80%

100%

0%

Don't know

Deteriorated
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20%

40%

It stayed the same

60%
Improved

80%
Don't know

100%

Instagram (N=79)

Ebay (N=72)

dispute

dispute

reasons

reasons

data access

data access

treatment

treatment

ancillary

ancillary

influence ranking

influence ranking

parameters ranking

parameters ranking

intellectual property

intellectual property

distribution

distribution

suspension

suspension

0%
Deteriorated

20%

40%

It stayed the same

60%
Improved

80%

0%

100%

Deteriorated

Don't know

20%

It stayed the same

Source: Second wave of the Observatory business survey, October 2020
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40%

60%
Improved

80%

100%

Don't know

When asking business users to compare the level of transparency provided across platforms,
respondents did not notice significant differences. More than a third of respondents found that the
information is provided more clearly by the main platform they use compared to other platforms,
which could also reflect more experience with this particular platform and hence more clarity on the
terms and conditions.
Q33: Have you noticed a difference in the level of transparency and clarity offered beetwen
the main platform you use and other platforms that you use?
Yes, this information is provided in more detail by the
main platform that I use, rather than other platforms

37.4%

Yes, this information is provided in more detail by other
platforms, rather than the main platform that I use

23.4%

No, the level of detail of information provided by all
platforms that I use does not differ

29.6%

Don’t know

9.7%
0%

5%

10%

15%

20%

25%

30%

35%

40%

Source: Second wave of the Observatory business survey, October 2020 (N=1186).

When it comes to the changes of terms and conditions by the platforms in 2020, 55% of business users
received a notice of these changes, however 31% received the notice when the changes started to
apply, while the P2B Regulation requires online platforms to implement changes in terms and
conditions after a notice period which is proportionate to the changes and shall be of at least 15 days.
In addition, 15% of business users noted that the terms and conditions had been updated but had
not received any notice from the platform. These findings are aligned with our review of platforms’
T&C, where we identified that several platforms do not specify the notice period (Apple, Reddit,
Twitch, Google general, YouTube, Ecosia), some do not mention in their terms whether they will warn
users of T&C amendments (Booking, Sirlocal) or explicitly mention in their T&C that they may update
their terms without notifying users (BudgetAir, The Fork).
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Q34: Over 2020, have you received notice that the terms and conditions, or business policy, or
advertising policy of [the main platform you use] have been updated?

Yes, with a notice period before changes started to apply

24%

Yes, at the time when the changes started to apply

31%

No, I have not received any notice and have not noted any
changes in the terms or policies of the platform

13%

No, I have not received any notice although I have noted
that the terms or policy have been updated

15%

Don’t know

17%
0%

5%

10%

15%

20%

25%

30%

35%

Source: Second wave of the Observatory business survey, October 2020 (N=1990).

The P2B Regulation requires platforms to ensure that the identity of the business user providing the
goods or services on the online intermediation services is clearly visible. Nearly three quarters of the
business users confirmed that the identity of their business was clearly visible. The rest of
respondents may not be concerned by this provision due to their sector or activity (e.g. educational
services, construction).
Q35: is the identity of your business as provider of the good or service clearly visible on
your
Listing on the platform?

Don't know, 11.0%

No, 15.2%

Yes, 73.8%

Source: Second wave of the Observatory business survey, October 2020 (N= 1990).
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During 2020, nearly half of respondents did not experience any problem or dispute with the main
platform they use. Only 6% report frequent issues and disputes, while 17% experienced it a few times
and 15% only once in 2020. These results are comparable to the responses received in the first wave of
the Observatory business survey in November 2019. However, one can note that the share of
businesses often experiencing problems with the main online platform they use has been divided
by two in one year. This improvement in the relations between business users and platforms is positive
considering that around 80% of the respondents often experiencing problems declare being very
dependent or completely dependent on platforms for their operations.
Q18. Has your business ever experienced any
problems, disputes or disagreements with the online
platform? (First wave - November 2019)
Yes, often
during the
course of the
relationship
13%

Q26: during 2020, has your business ever
experienced any problems, disputes or
Disagreements with the main online platform
you use? (Second wave - October 2020)

Don’t know
9%

Don't know
13%
Yes, often
6%
Never
45%

Yes, only a
few times
during the
course of the
relationship
21%

Never
49%

Yes, few
times
17%
Yes, only
once during
the course of
the
relationship
12%

Yes, only
once
15%

Source: First wave of the Observatory business survey

Source: Second wave of the Observatory business survey,

(N=1667).

October 2020 (N=1990).

Among the business users who reported having experienced problems or disputes with the main
platform they use, most of them were linked to technical problems, followed by lack of customer
support (which could be related to issues emerging from the COVID-19 crisis), sudden changes to
pricing and sudden changes to contractual terms.
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Q27: [If during 2020 your business experienced problems or disputes with the main
platform you use] what was/ were the cause(s) of these problems, disputes or
disagreements? (share, %)
Technical problems
Lack of customer support
Sudden changes to pricing
Sudden changes to contractual terms
Limited choice of payment methods
Lack of access to data
Lack of transparency of platform policies and practices on data/
content
Discontinuation/ suspension of specific listing(s) by your
business
Discrimination over access to data
Bias in search/ ranking practices
Discrimination over pricing of platform services
Unfair terms and conditions
Discontinuation/ restriction/ suspension of your business
account
Other (please specify):
Don't know/ Not applicable

0

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18

Source: Second wave of the Observatory business survey, October 2020 (N=768)

Among the business users who had an issue with platforms regarding the suspension or termination
of a listing or their business account, 85% received a statement of the reasons for the discontinuation
from the platforms, but 13% did not receive such a statement, which is mandatory as per the P2B
Regulation. However, since the period covered in the question is 2020, the discontinuation may have
occurred before the Regulation entered into force. The fact that some business users may have been
informed only when the discontinuation took effect, or did not receive a statement of reason, is
corroborated by our review of platforms’ T&C, where several platforms in our sample don’t indicate
a specific notice period (Twitter, Booking, Facebook, Google general, Google Play, YouTube,
BudgetAir) and many mention or imply in their T&C that they may suspend or terminate the user
account without giving a notice (Apple, Reddit, Twitch, Ecosia, Sirlocal, The Fork).
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Q28: Did the platform provide your business with a statement of reasons
for the discontinuation
prior to or when it took effect?

Yes, when it took effect

59%

Yes, before it took effect

26%

No

13%

Don’t know

3%
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

Source: Second wave of the Observatory business survey, October 2020 (N= 160).

In line with the P2B Regulation, providers of online intermediation services shall provide for an internal
system for handling the complaints of business users, and shall name mediators in their terms and
conditions to provide out of court dispute resolution. These obligations do not apply to small platforms.
The comparison between the first and second survey waves shows a stable proportion of business
users using the platform internal complaint handling mechanism (19% in 2019, 21% in 2020) and
mediation (10% in 2019 and 2020) after experiencing a problem with the platform. The lack of increase
of these shares could be explained by the fact that the P2B Regulation entered into force only in July
2020, and some platforms set up their complaint mechanism or named mediators after this date or were
not concerned by these obligations (as small platforms). Our monitoring of platforms’ T&C shows that
only few platforms in our sample have dedicated complaint mechanisms (eBay, Booking, Facebook,
Google my business, Sirlocal) and mediation (Amazon, eBay, Booking, Facebook, Google My Business)
for business users.
On the other hand, business users have made more use of a wide range of other remedies in 2020.
Between the two survey waves, the share of businesses filing an action in court has significantly
decreased, while the shares of businesses going to an Ombudsman, arbitration, or other dispute
resolution systems increased. In addition, an increased proportion of businesses reduced their business
relation with the platform concerned or even terminated their business relation and switched to another
platform in 2020 compared to 2019. The latter could have also been influenced by the COVID-19 crisis
and the decrease in demand or revenues.
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What steps did your business take to resolve or remedy these problems, disputes or
disagreements?
First wave

Second wave
1%

Don't know

4%
3%

My business took no steps to resolve the problem

6%

1%
1%

Other

My business terminated the relationship with the respective
platform and switched to a different platform
My business significantly reduced the business relationship with
the platform concerned

2%

8%

4%

12%

3%

My business used another dispute resolution mechanism

11%

3%

My business complained to an ombudsman

9%
10%
10%

My business went to mediation

7%

My business went to arbitration
My business filed an action with a court

7%

My business used the internal complaint mechanism provided by
the online platform

10%
19%
19%

21%

Source: Observatory business survey, First wave: November 2019 (N= 769), Second wave: October 2020 (N=764)

The P2B Regulation requires that platforms that have set up an internal complaint handling mechanism
should report annually on its effectiveness, making available to the public information on the total
number of complaints lodged, the main types of complaints, the average time period needed to process
the complaints and aggregated information regarding the outcome of the complaints. Since the P2B
Regulation only came into application in July 2020, we did not find yet any report on the effectiveness
of the internal complaint handling mechanism.
As an alternative, we visited the forums for business users of some platforms to identify any reported
issue breaching the P2B Regulation. Browsing through the Seller Forum of Amazon13, we identified
some problematic cases reported by business users since July 2020:
•
•

•

Automatic suspension or termination of account without prior notice and without the
possibility to contact Amazon staff to explain the mistake.
Differentiated treatment: seller products blocked due to product restriction policy (e.g. knives)
or on the ground of counterfeiting while Amazon sells its own version of these products on the
platform. For identical products fulfilled by sellers or by Amazon, Amazon proposes a shorter
delivery period for products fulfilled by Amazon, so that customers will prefer to buy the
fulfilled by Amazon product.
The seller identity does not appear anymore on the listing of the seller’s products.

We also searched through the Answer centre of eBay14, the Google my Business help community15, the
Partner Community of Booking16 (only available in English), where no particular issue related to the
P2B Regulation could be identified, except for some unexplained account restrictions or listing
suspensions, for which other community members provided some guidance or tips. Therefore,
https://sellercentral.amazon.co.uk/forums/?mkt=A13V1IB3VIYZZH
https://community.ebay.co.uk/t5/Answer-Centre/ct-p/11900000007
15
https://support.google.com/business/community?hl=en
16
https://partner.booking.com/en-gb/community
13
14
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although business users can raise their issues on public fora behind a pseudonym, few have reported
issues in relation to the implementation of the P2B Regulation to date. They may consider that this is
not an effective way of solving issues or fear retaliation if they are recognised by the platform.
The website of the Observatory on the Online Platform Economy provides the possibility for business
users to report issues encountered in their operations with online platforms, and respectively for
platform representatives to report challenges experienced with business users. The submissions do not
form part of a complaint handling mechanism and are not made public but are used by the Observatory
study team for the analysis of the main issues encountered in the platform economy. Since July 2020,
three submissions from business users are relevant for the implementation of the P2B Regulation. One
submission concerned the lack of effective complaint handling mechanism and the absence of
information on mediation on an e-commerce platform. The other two submissions reported account
terminations without notice and without reason from e-commerce platforms. One of these two
submissions also mentioned changes to the T&C without notice and the absence of active and
transparent complaint handling mechanism.
In addition, according to the Commission, at least one national enforcer of the P2B Regulation has
received two formal complaints.
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Annex 1: Terms and conditions of sample of
platforms
Platform

Name of document

URL

Last Update

Notes

Amazon

Amazon Services Europe
Business Solutions Agreement

17/03/2020

Most
relevant for
sellers

Amazon

Conditions of Use & Sale

29/01/2020

Applicable
to both
sellers and
buyers

Amazon

Changes to the Conditions of
Use & Sale

10/07/2019

Amazon

Amazon Privacy Notice

Amazon

Amazon Changes to the Privacy
Notice

Applicable
to both
sellers and
buyers
Applicable
to both
sellers and
buyers
Applicable
to both
sellers and
buyers

Amazon

Amazon Advertising
Agreement
Amazon Business Accounts
Terms and Conditions

https://sellercentral.am
azon.co.uk/gp/help/ext
ernal/201190440?langua
ge=enGB&ref=mpbc_3216781
_cont_201190440
https://www.amazon.c
o.uk/gp/help/customer/
display.html/ref=ap_sig
nin_notification_conditi
on_of_use?ie=UTF8&no
deId=1040616
https://www.amazon.c
o.uk/gp/help/customer/
display.html/?nodeId=2
02025250
https://www.amazon.c
om/gp/help/customer/d
isplay.html?nodeId=201
909010
https://www.amazon.c
om/gp/help/customer/d
isplay.html?nodeId=202
056900
https://advertising.ama
zon.com/terms
https://www.amazon.c
om/business/register/te
rms-andconditions?ref_=ab_reg
_notag_ul_tcn_ab_reg
https://www.amazon.c
o.uk/business/register/t
erms-and-conditions
https://www.amazon.c
om/gp/help/customer/d
isplay.html?ie=UTF8&n
odeId=GFUSWPZP368
LFFA9
https://www.amazon.c
om/gp/help/customer/d
isplay.html?nodeId=201
909000
https://www.amazon.c
om/gp/help/customer/d

04/09/2019

Amazon

Amazon

Amazon Business Accounts
Terms and Conditions New

Amazon

Amazon Business Acceptable
Use Policy

Amazon

Amazon Conditions of Use

Amazon

Amazon Services Terms of Use
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01/01/2020

29/08/2017

03/02/2020
22/06/2018

for buyers
on behalf of
a company

04/08/2020

for buyers
on behalf of
a company
for buyers
on behalf of
a company

15/06/2018

21/05/2018

US version
of
conditions
of use and
sale
US version
of

Platform

Name of document

URL

Last Update

isplay.html?nodeId=202
140280
Amazon

Amazon Best Sellers Rank

Amazon

Recommendations

Amazon

Mediation Policy

Amazon

Data access

Amazon

How products are given
visibility in the Amazon store

AppStore

Media Services Terms and
Conditions

AppStore

Privacy Policy

AppStore

Website Terms of Use

AppStore

Game Center Terms and
Conditions

Ebay

Ebay User Agreement New

Ebay

Ebay User Agreement

conditions
of use and
sale

https://www.amazon.c
om/gp/help/customer/d
isplay.html?nodeId=G
GGMZK378RQPATDJ
https://www.amazon.c
om/gp/help/customer/d
isplay.html/ref=hp_left
_v4_sib?ie=UTF8&node
Id=GE4KRSZ4KAZZB4
BV
https://sellercentral.am
azon.co.uk/gp/help/ext
ernal/G67ETGRC3ZJQB
TVT?language=en_GB
&ref=efph_G67ETGRC3
ZJQBTVT_cont_521

n/a

https://sellercentral.am
azon.co.uk/gp/help/ext
ernal/GQF7NU6F3SZW
NLTM?language=en_G
B&ref=efph_GQF7NU6
F3SZWNLTM_cont_Q
HQGBTD7XB7EECN
https://sellercentral.am
azon.co.uk/gp/help/ext
ernal/GHEZQUQYZSP
GXHG3?language=en_
GB&ref=efph_GHEZQ
UQYZSPGXHG3_cont_
QHQGBTD7XB7EECN
https://www.apple.com
/legal/internetservices/itunes/
https://www.apple.com
/legal/privacy/
https://www.apple.com
/legal/internetservices/terms/site.html
https://www.apple.com
/legal/internetservices/itunes/gamece
nter/
https://www.ebay.ie/pa
ges/help/policies/useragreement.html

12/07/2020

https://www.ebay.ie/pa
ges/help/policies/useragreement.html#old

01/05/2018
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Notes

n/a

12/07/2020

12/07/2020

13/05/2019

Specifically
published
on the day
of entry of
application
of the P2B
regulation
Specifically
published
on the day
of entry of
application
of the P2B
regulation
Specifically
published
on the day
of entry of
application
of the P2B
regulation
For all
Apple
services

31/12/2019
20/11/2009

15/09/2013

19/07/2020

IE version
(but similar
to FR and
BE versions)
IE version
(but similar
to FR and
BE versions)

Platform

Name of document

URL

Last Update

Ebay

Ebay User Privacy Notice

20/06/2020

Ebay

Ebay Previous User Privacy
Notice

Ebay

Offers to buy or sell outside
eBay

Reddit

Reddit User Agreement

Reddit

Reddit Privacy Policy

Reddit

Reddit Previous Privacy Policy

Twitch

Twitch Terms of Service New

Twitch

Twitch Terms of Service

Twitch

Twitch Terms of Sale

Twitch

Twitch Affiliate Agreement

Twitch

Twitch Developer Services
Agreement

Twitch

Twitch Privacy Notice

Twitch

Twitch Cookie Policy

Twitter

Terms of Service

Twitter

Terms of Service Old

Twitter

Privacy Policy

Twitter

Privacy Policy Old

Twitter

Twitter Master Services
Agreement

Booking.c
om

Trip terms and conditions

https://www.ebay.ie/pa
ges/help/policies/privac
y-policy.html
https://www.ebay.ie/pa
ges/help/pp_previous.h
tml
https://www.ebay.ie/pa
ges/help/policies/rfespam-non-ebaysale.html
https://www.redditinc.
com/policies/useragreement
https://www.redditinc.
com/policies/privacypolicy
https://www.redditinc.
com/policies/privacypolicy-may-25-2018
https://www.twitch.tv/
p/legal/terms-ofservice/
https://www.twitch.tv/
p/legal/terms-ofservice/
https://www.twitch.tv/
p/legal/terms-of-sale/
https://www.twitch.tv/
p/legal/affiliateagreement/
https://www.twitch.tv/
p/legal/developeragreement/
https://www.twitch.tv/
p/legal/privacy-notice/
https://www.twitch.tv/
p/legal/cookie-policy/
https://twitter.com/en/t
os
https://twitter.com/en/t
os/previous
https://twitter.com/en/p
rivacy
https://twitter.com/en/p
rivacy/previous
https://legal.twitter.co
m/adsterms/international.htm
l
https://www.booking.c
om/content/terms.engb.html
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Notes

30/06/2019

n/a

accessed on
09/09/2020

24/09/2018

10/01/2020

08/06/2018

10/08/2020

22/01/2020

11/05/2020
10/07/2019

15/11/2019

22/01/2020
22/02/2019
18/06/2020
01/01/2020
18/06/2020
25/05/2018
n/a

accessed on
10/09/2020

03/09/2020

***just
shows the
current
date. Only
trips terms

Platform

Name of document

Booking.c
om

We Price Match

Booking.c
om

Privacy Statement

URL

https://www.booking.c
om/general.engb.html?label=gen173nr
1FCBQoggJCBXRlcm1z
SAlYBGhGiAEBmAEJu
AEXyAEM2AEB6AEBAECiAIBqAIDuALo_ef
3BcACAdICJGFkYzUw
MzM1LTI0NDEtNDli
Mi1hYmNmLWQ0YW
Q2ZjJiNzgyMdgCBeA
CAQ;sid=aeff1475b1201
e73f45f6eb9eedb4d3a;t
mpl=doc/rate_guarante
e
https://www.booking.c
om/general.engb.html?aid=356980;lab
el=gog235jc1BCBQoggJCBXRlcm1z
SDNYA2hGiAEBmAEJ
uAEHyAEN2AEB6AEB
iAIBqAIDuALf6az3Bc
ACAdICJGMzM2YyZG
Q2LWFjNWYtNDVjOS
1iNDI2LTBmYWUyYT
U2MGUxMNgCBeAC
AQ;sid=9e5cbec68cb65b
fd3c1e7fc74e87e71e;tm
pl=docs/privacy-policy
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Last Update

03/09/2020

03/09/2020

Notes
and
conditions
available
while "The
relationship
that we
have with
the Trip
Providers
are
governed
by separate
terms and
conditions
which
govern the
(B2B)
commercial
relationship
we have
with each of
these Trip
Providers."
***just
shows the
current date

***just
shows the
current date

Platform

Name of document

URL

Last Update

Notes

Booking.c
om

How to join Booking.com

03/09/2020

***just
shows the
current date

Booking.c
om

Dispute resolution centre

03/09/2020

***just
shows the
current date

Booking.c
om

How do I request mediation?

03/09/2020

***just
shows the
current date

Facebook
products

Platform to business notice

https://join.booking.co
m/how_to_join.html?ai
d=1715049&utm_source
=partner_hub
https://secure.booking.c
om/dispute_resolution.
engb.html?label=gen173nr
1FCBQoggJCBXRlcm1z
SAlYBGhGiAEBmAEJu
AEXyAEM2AEB6AEBAECiAIBqAIDuALo_ef
3BcACAdICJGFkYzUw
MzM1LTI0NDEtNDli
Mi1hYmNmLWQ0YW
Q2ZjJiNzgyMdgCBeA
CAQ;sid=aeff1475b1201
e73f45f6eb9eedb4d3a
https://partner.booking.
com/engb/help/supportcontact/how-do-irequest-mediation
https://www.facebook.c
om/legal/PlatformtoBus
inessNotice

09/07/2020

Summarise
s how it
complies
with the
P2B
Regulation

Facebook
products

Terms of service New
(preview)

https://www.facebook.c
om/legal/terms/previe
w

Facebook
products
Facebook
products

Terms of service

Facebook
products

Commercial terms

Facebook
products

Business Tools New

Facebook
products

Business Tools

Facebook
products

Facebook Data policy New

https://www.facebook.c
om/terms.php
https://www.facebook.c
om/legal/commercial_t
erms
https://www.facebook.c
om/legal/commercial_t
erms
https://www.facebook.c
om/legal/terms/busines
stools/update
https://www.facebook.c
om/legal/technology_te
rms
https://www.facebook.c
om/about/privacy/upda
te

Will be updated
01/10/2020
(preview
available;
accessed
04/09/2020)
31/07/2019

Commercial terms New
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31/08/2020

25/05/2018

31/08/2020

08/04/2019

21/08/2020

Platform

Name of document

URL

Last Update

Facebook
products

Facebook Data Policy

19/04/2018

Facebook
products

Commerce Product Merchant
Agreement New

Facebook
products

Commerce Product Merchant
Agreement

Facebook
products

Merchant Policies

Facebook
for
Business

About quality ranking

Facebook

Advertising policies

Instagram

Terms of use

Instagram

Data policy

Google

Privacy policy New

Google

Privacy policy

Google

Google Terms of service_new

Google

Google Terms of service_old

Google

Ads terms and conditions

All Google
products

Service-specific additional
terms and policies

Google
Play

Google Play Terms of service
new

Google
Play

Google Play Terms of service

Google
Shopping

Terms of service for Buy

https://www.facebook.c
om/about/privacy/upda
te
https://www.facebook.c
om/legal/commerce_pr
oduct_merchant_agree
ment
https://www.facebook.c
om/legal/commerce_pr
oduct_merchant_agree
ment
https://www.facebook.c
om/legal/merchant_poli
cies
https://www.facebook.c
om/business/help/3036
39570334185?id=561906
377587030
https://www.facebook.c
om/policies/ads/
https://help.instagram.c
om/581066165581870
https://help.instagram.c
om/519522125107875/?h
elpref=hc_fnav&bc[0]=I
nstagram%20Help&bc[
1]=Privacy%20and%20S
afety%20Center
https://policies.google.c
om/privacy?hl=en-US
https://policies.google.c
om/privacy?hl=enGB&gl=uk
https://policies.google.c
om/terms
https://policies.google.c
om/terms/archive/2019
0122
https://support.google.c
om/googleads/answer/7501778?hl
=en&ref_topic=6224863
https://policies.google.c
om/terms/servicespecific?hl=en-US
https://play.google.com
/about/playterms/index.html
https://play.google.com
/about/playterms/index.html
n/a
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09/07/2020

14/05/2020

n/a

n/a

n/a
19/04/2018
19/04/2018

28/08/2020
31/03/2020

31/03/2020
22/01/2019

n/a

n/a

04/08/2020

05/02/2018

n/a

Notes

Platform

Name of document

URL

Last Update

Google
Merchant

Terms of service

29/03/2012

Google
Merchant

Shopping ads policies

Google
My
Business

Google My Business
Additional terms of service

https://www.google.co
m/merchants/tos/exten
d/US/tos.html
https://support.google.c
om/merchants/answer/
6149970?hl=en
https://support.google.c
om/business/answer/92
92476?hl=en

Google
My
Business

Google My Business API
policies

25/09/2019

Google

How Search algorithms work

YouTube

Terms of service (only for UK
users)

https://developers.goog
le.com/mybusiness/content/polici
es
https://www.google.co
m/search/howsearchwo
rks/algorithms/
https://www.youtube.c
om/static?gl=GB&templ
ate=terms

YouTube

Terms of service_old

22/01/2019

YouTube

Terms of service_new

https://www.youtube.c
om/t/terms?archive=201
90122
https://www.youtube.c
om/static?template=ter
ms
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Notes

n/a

10/07/2020

Only terms
that were
specifically
and
completely
updated to
comply
with the
P2B
Regulation

n/a

31/03/2020

22/07/2019

Because the
United
Kingdom is
leaving the
European
Union, our
Terms of
Service for
UK users
will be
updated to
specify that
the services
are
provided to
you by
Google LLC
(a company
based in the
United
States)
instead of
Google
Ireland
Limited

Platform

Name of document

URL

Last Update

YouTube

Ecosia

Ecosia Privacy Policy

Ecosia

Ecosia FAQ

BudgetAir

BudgetAir.fr Privacy Notice
(déclaration confidentialité)

BudgetAir

BudgetAir/Booking.com trip
terms and conditions

https://www.youtube.c
om/t/terms_paidservice
https://docs.google.com
/document/d/1x31MsVMcl17dK3k80IRPx
Ij5ZKQEHZPXRhU01H
_Xfw/pub
https://info.ecosia.org/p
rivacy
https://ecosia.zendesk.c
om/hc/en-us
https://s1.travix.com/bu
dgetair/FR/buafrprivacy-fr.pdf
https://hotel.budgetair.f
r/content/terms.engb.html?aid=383119;lab
el=travix-buafr-homesearchbox;sid=1d7b239f372aec
8f4fb3d61802bd1446;tm
pl=docs%2Fterms-andconditions;lang=engb;soz=1;srpvid=f3ab65
5254b2015f&

22/01/2019

Ecosia

YouTube Payment Service
Terms and Conditions
Ecosia Terms of Service

BudgetAir

About BudgetAir

https://www.budgetair.
fr/

Accessed on
09/10/2020

BudgetAir

BudgetAir Disclaimer
(conditions d'utilisation)

Accessed on
09/10/2020

BudgetAir

Affiliate programme

Sirlocal

Terms for clients

Sirlocal

Terms for professionals

https://s1.travix.com/bu
dgetair/FR/buafrdisclaimer-fr.pdf
https://www.budgetair.
fr/affiliation-budgetair
https://www.sirlocal.pl/
regulamin/
https://www.sirlocal.pl/
regulamin_fachowcy/
https://www.theforkma
nager.com/fr-fr/legalinformation
https://www.thefork.co
m/legal#TermsOfUse
https://www.thefork.co
m/legal#PrivacyPolicy
https://tweakers.net/inf
o/algemenevoorwaarden/v-a/
https://tweakers.net/inf
o/algemene-

The Fork

Legal notices and general
conditions of use for the
services
Terms of use

The Fork
Privacy and cookie statement
The Fork
Tweakers

Tweakers

Conditions supply and demand

Conditions pricewatch
manager
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Notes

Accessed on
09/10/2020

31/03/2020
Accessed on
09/10/2020
01/02/2020

Accessed on
09/10/2020

Accessed on
09/10/2020
Accessed on
19/10/2020
Accessed on
19/10/2020
Accessed on
19/10/2020
19/06/2019
22/06/2020
06/10/2020

12/07/2020

For hotel
trips, the
search
interface
and
conditions
are taken
from
Booking.co
m and
organised
according to
Booking
terms
For flight
comparison,
the search is
ranked by
price or
duration.

Terms for
restaurant
owners
Terms for
all users
Terms for
all users

Platform

Tweakers

Name of document

URL

Last Update

Privacy policy

voorwaardenpricewatch-manager/
https://tweakers.net/inf
o/algemenevoorwaarden/privacy/

29/07/2020
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Notes

Annex 2: Business survey – respondents and
questions on the implementation of the P2B
Regulation
This Annex presents the split of respondents to the survey conducted in October 2020 by country and
by sector, as well as the section from the questionnaire that was used for this analysis.

FIGURE 1: COUNTRY SPLIT OF BUSINESS SURVEY RESPONDENTS

Belgium, 7.39%

Sweden, 12.46%

Czech Republic,
13.42%

Netherlands,
8.69%

Lithuania,
10.95%

Germany,
12.46%

Ireland, 8.39%
Spain, 12.21%
France, 14.02%

Source: Second wave of the Observatory business survey, October 2020 (N= 1990).
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FIGURE 2: SECTOR SPLIT OF BUSINESS SURVEY RESPONDENTS

Personal services

4.6%

Arts, Entertainment & Recreation

3.2%

Human healthcare services

1.1%

Education services

1.0%

Administrative and Support Service Activities

1.7%

Real estate services

3.0%

Professional & Scientific services

3.1%

Telecommunications, computer programming, data processing

7.9%

Publishing, media production, broadcasting

1.7%

Restaurants/ Cafes & Other food services

5.5%

Accommodation & Hospitality

14.6%

Transportation & storage

6.2%

Retail and wholesale

24.0%

Construction

5.5%

Manufacturing

14.5%

Other

2.5%

0.0%

5.0%

10.0%

15.0%

20.0%

25.0%

30.0%

Source: Second wave of the Observatory business survey, October 2020 (N= 1990).

Monitoring of P2B Regulation implementation
The EU Regulation on promoting fairness and transparency for business users of online intermediation
services (P2B) entered into application on 12 July 2020. The Regulation covers platforms providing
online intermediation services and online search engines, and aims to grant their business users
appropriate transparency, fairness and effective redress possibilities.
Q32. Overall, during 2020, have you noticed any change in the transparency and clarity of the
following elements in your relationship with [question('value'), id='23'] (e. g. in the terms and

conditions)?
Deteriorated

The grounds for suspension,
restriction, termination of your
listings or account
The distribution channels used to
market your goods or services
Intellectual property rights that you
hold concerning your goods and
services
The parameters used to rank goods
and services on the platform
The possibilities to influence the
ranking of your goods and/ or
services on the platform
The
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It stayed
the
same

Improved

Don't
know

Deteriorated

It stayed
the
same

Improved

Don't
know

goods or services
that can be offered by you or the
platform alongside your main good
or service
The different treatment that platform
may apply to its own goods and
services compared to goods and
services that you sell on the
platform
The data you may or may not have
access to
The reasons why the platform may
restrict you from offering your goods
and services at better conditions on
your own website or other platforms
On the means to resolve disputes
including the complaint handling
mechanism or names of mediators
you can use

Q33. Have you noticed a difference in the level of transparency and clarity offered between
[the main platform you use] and other platforms that you use?
For example, transparency and clarity regarding the grounds for suspension or restrictions, ranking of
search results, dispute resolution, and other elements that you evaluated in the previous question.
 Yes, this information is provided in more detail by [the main platform you use], rather than
other platforms
 Yes, this information is provided in more detail by other platforms, rather than [the main
platform you use]
 No, the level of detail of information provided by all platforms that you use does not differ
 Don’t know
Q34. Over 2020, have you received notice that the terms and conditions, or business policy, or
advertising policy of the platform [the main platform you use] have been updated?
 Yes, with a notice period before changes started to apply
 Yes, at the time when the changes started to apply
 No, I have not received any notice although I have noted that the terms or policy
 have been updated
 No, I have not received any notice and have not noted any changes in the terms
 or policies of the platform
 Don’t know
Q35. Is the identity of your business as provider of the good or service clearly visible on your
listing on the platform?
By the identity of your business we mean a logo, brand name or another information allowing to identify
your business or brands.
 Yes
 No
 Don't know
Q26. During 2020, has your business ever experienced any problems, disputes or
43

disagreements with the online platform [the main platform you use]?
 Yes, often
 Yes, few times
 Yes, only once
 Never
 Don’t know
If you selected "Yes, often", "Yes, few times", "Yes, only once" to Q26.
27. What was/ were the cause(s) of these problems, disputes or disagreements?
Please select all that apply.
 Discrimination over pricing of platform services
 Limited choice of payment methods
 Unfair terms and conditions
 Bias in search/ ranking practices
 Technical problems
 Discontinuation/ restriction/ suspension of your business account
 Sudden changes to pricing
 Lack of transparency of platform policies and practices on data/ content
 Lack of access to data
 Sudden changes to contractual terms
 Lack of customer support
 Discontinuation/ suspension of specific listing(s) by your business
 Discrimination over access to data
 Other (please specify):
 Don't know/ Not applicable
If you selected "Discontinuation/ suspension of specific listing(s) by your business", "Discontinuation/
restriction/ suspension of your business account" in Q27.
Q28. Did the platform provide your business with a statement of reasons for the discontinuation
prior to or when it took effect? *
 Yes, before it took effect
 Yes, when it took effect
 No
 Don’t know
If you selected "Yes, often", "Yes, few times", "Yes, only once" to Q26.
Q30. What steps did your business take to resolve or remedy these problems, disputes or
disagreements?
Please select all that apply.
 My business filed an action with a court
 My business went to mediation
 My business complained to an ombudsman
 My business used another dispute resolution mechanism
 My business terminated the relationship with the respective platform and
 switched to a different platform
 My business went to arbitration
 My business used the internal complaint mechanism provided by the online
 platform
 My business significantly reduced the business relationship with the platform
 concerned
 Other (please specify):
44




My business took no steps to resolve the problem
Don't know
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